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We provide many customisation options, including a
choice of exciting fabrics from our collection that offers
you contemporary, traditional and casual designs in
colours to complement any décor style. Roller blinds
can be made in sunscreen, blockout, jacquard and
printed fabrics, making it easy for you to choose the
fabric that will satisfy the individual needs of every
room in your home, as well as your lifestyle.

ROLLERBLINDS

The range of options available include:
• Motorisation options such as:
–– Hard wired with mains power
–– Battery powered with a solar charge option
• Link systems enabling you to operate multiple
blinds with one chain control
• Dual blind system that combines a sunscreen and
blockout fabric. This provides the highest level of
light and privacy control
• Choice of coordinating accessories

Roman Blinds
Roman Blinds are a traditional, yet contemporary,
window treatment. With an extensive range of fabrics
and three design options to choose from, the Roman
Blind can enhance many décor styles.

ROMANBLINDS

Classic Roman Blind

The Classic is manufactured by sewing a small pocket
into the back of the blind and has a slim, round
fiberglass rod inserted. This creates the Roman Blind
folding effect.

Plantation Roman Blind

The Plantation has timber battens attached to both the
front and back of the blind.

Sewless Roman Blind

The Sewless has aluminium extrusions on the back into
which the fabric is tucked.

Panel Glides
Panel Glides provide an ideal solution for covering large
windows and sliding doors. The Panel Glide is designed to have
panels of fabric overlap each other, which minimises the light
penetration.

Plain Panel Glide

PANELGLIDES

The Plain is manufactured as a single piece of fabric with a
stitched in hidden bottom rail.

Plantation Panel Glide

The Plantation has timber battens attached to both the front
and back of the blind. (Colours shown below)

Sewless Panel Blind

The Sewless has aluminium extrusions on the back into which
the fabric is tucked.

VENETIANBLINDS

Venetian Blinds

Premium Venetian Blinds

Venetian Blinds are unique in their exceptional ability to
control light and privacy, whilst continuing to have a timeless
sophistication as a contemporary window covering.

The Premium Venetian Blind program is designed to
complement the Phoenixwood timber shutter program. Various
Designer Tapes available

Available in: Timber, Econo, Aluminium

HONEYCOMB
SHADES

Honeycomb Shades
The Honeycomb Shade is a blind incorporating a multi-cell
blanket of non-woven fabric made of polyester fibre, with a
head rail and bottom rail.

Features

• Excellent insulation properties
• Very low thermal transference
• Corded, Child Safe Cordless and motorised options
available

Shutters are made from a large range of materials, from
natural timbers to a selection of synthetic products.

SHUTTERS

Each material type is chosen for its individual characteristics,
whether it be durability, warmth, grain pattern, colour or
suitability for special environments. All materials used are of
the highest quality, and are sure to add value and character
to the home.
Motorised shutters use a state-of-the-art battery operated
motor (with an optional solar power panel) to operate the
louvres in a shutter panel.
Waterproof option is also available for wet areas.

SECURITY
DOORS &
GRILLES

Alu-Gard™ Security Doors & Grilles
Alu-Gard™ utilises a strong (1.6mm thick) aluminium sheet
that is perforated and powder coated to exacting standards.
The resulting screen is strong, extremely resistant to corrosion
and provides clarity of vision. Alu-Gard™ Security doors
fitted with 3 point locking meet the Australian Security Door

Standards AS5039 and AS5041 and is a high quality security
door for a very competitive price. The aluminium sheet is
non-flammable and fire resistant and therefore is suitable
for bushfire prone areas and complies with the Fire Safety
Australian Standard - Compliant to Level BAL- 40.

Stainless Steel 316 and 304 Grade Mesh, Diamond Grille and Flyrscreens are also available.

If you would like further information on our product range, please contact your local Timbershades Branch.
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